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Ultra BlUe restraint 
strength confirmed
Joint strength of Jm eagle’s Ultra Blue c909 
PVco product is as good as ever, according to a 
round of lab testing by a key restraint supplier.

star Pipe Products 
confirmed in a letter 
to Jm eagle that the 
restraint product used 
on Jm eagle c909 pipe 
passed all strength and 
pressure tests. it 
performed the testing at 
its houston, texas, facility.

“We are excited to announce that star Pipe 
Products has successfully completed testing of 
Jm eagle’s Ultra Blue c909 PVco pipe in sizes 6 
inches through 16 inches with star joint restraint 
products,” the letter read. “star restraints are 

available for the full size range (6 inches through 
16 inches) of Jm eagle’s c909 PVco pipe, and 
have maximum pressure ratings of up to 235 psi 
with a 2:1 safety factor.”

the test results follow 
an announcement by 
another restraint 
manufacturer for the 
Ultra Blue c909 
PVco in July.  the 
testing by both 

companies was undertaken in response to 
industry uncertainty in the strength of PVco pipe.

star products in question were the PVc ring lock 
(PVcgrip) series 3500 restrainer and PVc 
stargrip series 400 restrainer.

Ultra Blue c909 PVco was first produced in 
north america in 1994.

at Jm eagle, we have had total confidence that 
Ultra Blue c909 PVco is as dependable and 
strong as ever," says Jm eagle's mark montgomery, 
who began selling the product the same year.  
"We've always known it is a high-performing 
product and is the best choice for the future of our 
water systems.”

for more information, visit www.jmeagle.com or contact your representative.

It is no surprise that more 
tests confirmed Ultra Blue 
stands up to the highest 
pressure levels.

“

 “

For more information about Ultra Blue, click here.

To view the letter from Star, 
click here.

http://www.jmeagle.com
http://www.jmeagle.com/pdfs/onesheets/Ultra_Blue_one-sheet_v3.pdf
http://jmeagle.com/pdfs/C909StarLetter.pdf

